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TECHNOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC
HEBREW TERMINOLOGY

RON IRMAY
Central Committee for Technological Terminology, Technion, Haifa, Israel

Meta , XLIII, 1, 1 998 Résumé
L'auteur décrit les procédures et mécanismes auxquels a recours en Israël la CCTT

pour développer et mettre à jour une terminologie hébraïque normative en matière de science
et de technologie.

On évoque les processus lexicographiques et sociolinguistiques mis en œuvre pour for-
mer de nouveaux termes scientifiques en hébreu : synonymes, translittération, emprunt de ter-
mes internationaux, structures linguistiques, emplois vagues, poids du pays d'origine, etc. On
décrit également les activités d'édition et d'informatisation de la CCTT au fil des ans.

Afin de fournir au grand public un service terminologique régulièrement mis à jour, les
bureaux de la CCTT mettent au point un dictionnaire sous forme de banque de données infor-
matisée qui sera accessible également sur les réseaux locaux et internationaux.

Abstract
The author describes the procedures and mechanisms used by Israel's Central Commit-

tee for Technological Terminology (CCTT), a branch of the Academy of the Hebrew Language
at Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, in the development and maintenance of standard
Hebrew terminology in science and technology.

Lexicographic and sociolinguistic processes involved in the formation of new scientific
terms in Hebrew, such as the effect of synonyms, transliteration, international terms and lin-
guistic structure, fuzzy usage, pressure of countries of origin, etc., are referred to along with a
broad survey of the Central Committee's printed and computerized output over the years.

In order to provide an updated terminological service that is easily accessible to the
public, CCTT's Office at Technion is developing a computerized dictionary database for local
and net-based multiuser environments.

Standard technological and scientific Hebrew terminologyis created and revised
by specialized professional committees consisting of faculty members ofTechnion (Israel
Institute of Technology) and other universities in Israel, experts from industrial and engi-
neering enterprises, and representatives of public authorities. Each committee includes
members of theAcademy of the Hebrew Language(AHL) as advisors on language mat-
ters.

Their sessions are coordinated by theOffice of Technological Terminology(OTT)
at Technion, Department of General Studies. OTT functions as the executive service of the
Central Committee for Technological Terminology(CCTT) of the Academy and Tech-
nion, and cooperates with theStandards Institution of Israel (SII), which hosts common
terminological subcommittees such asAutomatic Data Processing(ADP), in translating
terms incomputers, quality assurance, standardization, etc.

OTT, in cooperation with other Technion faculties and laboratories, recruits students
specializing in Information Systems at Technion's Faculties of Computer Science and
Industrial Engineering together with advanced high school students participating in pre-
academic summer workshops (e.g. SCI-TECH international workshop organized by Tech-
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nion's Pre-Academic Studies Unit) for the computerization of its Dictionary knowledge
base and for the development of its database infrastructure, in the framework of annual
projects (R. Irmay 1995).

One of the main activities of CCTT isdictionary preparation , which includes the
following stages (R. Irmay 1995):

• Collecting relevant professional dictionaries and glossaries, in Hebrew and for-
eign languages, efficiently covering the subject matter;
• Selecting an efficient subset of terms representing the subject domain (Ellis
1988);
• Translating terms from foreign language into Hebrew, using appropriate (Ornan
1994) transcription and transliteration rules where needed, borrowing existing terms
from adjacent domains, whenever possible, and employing any other useful termi-
nological tools or mechanisms (Nir 1993) that are acceptable in modern Hebrew (S.
Irmay 1995);
• Preparing terms for the draft proposal, i.e. discussing them in professional sub-
committees (e.g.Acoustics, Agricultural Machinery, Earth-moving Machinery, Ma-
chining Tools and Cutting, Production and Inventory Management);
• Submitting proposalsfor the Academy's approval via itsCommittee for Terminol-
ogyand itsPlenary Session(Irma & Levy 1981);
• Preparing for printing: revising the proposal in view of the Academy's com-
ments, introducing Hebrew pointing, and final editing of the bidirectional bilingual
form;
• Publishing the final bilingual text of the dictionary in AHL / CCTT standard
form.

Terminological Activities in 1994-95
OTT works in close cooperation with the Jerusalem staff of the Academy (AHL). In

1994-95 it updated and developed 11 dictionaries, including 10 at Technion in Haifa and
one in cooperation with SII in Tel Aviv:Artificial Intelligence, Automatic Data Process-
ing, Chemical Engineering and Thermodynamics, Cutting & Grinding, Energy, Environ-
mental Engineering, Machine Tools, Modern Physics, Organic Chemistry, Production and
Inventory Management, andUNESCO thesaurus. Furthermore, Prof. S. Irmay, a member
of the Academy and of CCTT and founder of OTT, reviewed dictionaries onBanking,
Law, Microbiology, PlantsandSociology, prepared at AHL in Jerusalem.

In 1996, an important new subcommittee began to work on terms inComputers. Its
scope complements (with partial overlap) that of SII's subcommittees on ADP.

PUBLIC COOPERATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF TERMINOLOGY

The following public bodies use CCTT terminology in close cooperation with OTT:

• Standards Institution of Israel (e.g. review by CCTT or OTT of special terms in
the proposedstandards, or cooperation in preparing SII'sADP dictionary).
• Israeli Government Institutions (e.g. Work Productivity Institute —Production
and Inventory Management), Ministries (e.g.Energy, Hydrology, Transportation),
and Services (e.g. Communications, or Israel Electric Corporation —Energy).
• The Office provides linguistic assistance (oral, facsimile or written) to Technion
staff, institutions, public bodies, private companies, and the public at large.
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DICTIONARIES IN PRINTED FORM

CCTT dictionaries are developed and maintained in several media. They are stored
in computerized databases and updated using theInternet, and are distributed to the gen-
eral public as separate specialized printed dictionaries or viaInternetas single terms in
response to queries.

The dictionaries,without definitions, are distributed in book form by the Academy
in Jerusalem and by the academic bookshop at Technion in Haifa (Michlol). Since 1995,
AHL has undertaken to publish CCTT dictionaries, starting withArtificial Intelligence
and Modern Physics. Some of the dictionaries are published by Israeli and International
institutions, such as SII (separate chapters of theADP dictionary or bilingual index, also to
be published in book form), Israel's Water Authority (Environmental Engineering), the
World Energy Conference (Energy), etc. Prof. S. Irmay'sEncyclopedic Dictionary of Tech-
nological and Scientific Terms(ca. 200,000 terms), withdefinitions of terms in Hebrew
and English equivalents, provides a comprehensive computerized database for both
CCTT's terms approved by AHL and yet unapproved terms used in practice.

The dictionary is being prepared for publication in 1996, in the form of a computer-
izedelectronic dictionary(on CD) and later in book form.

COMPUTERIZATION OF THE TERMINOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE BASE

Computerized bilingual dictionaries, maintained in a central database at OTT, serve
as references for terminological activities in professional subcommittees, and for the gen-
eration and updating of further specialized scientific and technological dictionaries. In
order to enhance the CCTT database, OTT is developing an advanced computer-integrated
bilingual environment for the integration of individual dictionaries into a multiuser dictio-
nary database, allowing for easy terminological cross-referencing between draft-proposals
and final dictionaries (R. Irmay 1995).

DEVELOPMENT OF HEBREW TERMINOLOGY VIA LAN AND INTERNET

The dictionary database was initially developed in alocal multiuser environment
using MAGIC application development system, to serve OTT staff and colaborators. It
was further developed into a more generalmultiuser environment, for its future integration
within various LANs andInternet, and with remote dictionary databases (R. Irmay 1995).
In order to provide anupdated continuousterminological service, OTT is developing a
WorldWide Web-baseduser interface between Web-users on theInternet and its dictio-
nary database. ThisWWW environment, endowed with appropriate Hebrew fonts (devel-
oped for Internet at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem as a tool forremote
instructionware), provides the graphical capabilities required for theremote displayof
pointed Hebrew text on the net.Netscapeweb browser'shyperlink mechanism allows
remote automatic downloadingof essential Hebrew-oriented environment elements.

In the first place, this interface will enableWeb users to retrieve single terms or
translations thereof by simpleterm-queriesactivated by a "term search" button in Tech-
nion'sWWW HomePage(one of varioussearchbuttons provided by the WWW environ-
ment).

Once this quasiunilateral service works well and becomes common practice, it will
be expanded into abilateral interactivemechanism that will support a novel form ofdis-
tributed terminological committee sessions. Such a committee will no longer be as
restricted in place and time as today's committees are, which hinders their ability to cope
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with the hordes of technological terms that are pressing hard against our walls, requiring
translation or at least transliteration.

These developments will gradually allow future distribution of CCTT standard ter-
minology within Technion LANs andInternet, and will also enable the efficient integra-
tion of CCTT's expanding terminological knowledge base with the Academy's remote
dictionary database in Jerusalem, and enhance efficient interaction with SII and other
Hebrew-oriented textual databases.

One may also envisage a similarevolutionaryinteraction & integration process
generating aliving multilingual knowledge base(Eco 1994).
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